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Letter sent by Kurt Koehler 
on April 15, 1944. Before 
they were sent, standard 
letter forms were folded 
and a mailing address 
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prisoners held there for the British army. Below 
that, "Nordafrika," German for "North Africa." In 
lieu of postage, on the upper portion of the front 
she wrote "Kriegsgefangenenpost" and "Gebuhren
frei," German for "Prisoner of War mail" and "Mail 
free," the franking privilege used to send mail to 
prisoners. Stamped on the envelope is the normal 
postal cancellation from Duisburg dated August 
13; the letter was sent three months after Klaus 
became a prisoner of war. At this point, all 
similarity to the normal appearance of a German 
addressed letter envelope ended, as the near-epic 
movement typical for PW mail began.6 

The left side of the envelope was slit open and 
then sealed with machine-applied paper tape, 
stamped with a row of small, wreath-encircled 
swastikas interspersed below the repeated letters, 
OKW, all in red ink. OKW stood for "Oberkomman
do der Wehrmacht," the supreme command 
of the German armed forces. This was the 
government censor before the letter left Germany. 
Other marks and notations provide clues to the 
letter's passage through the postal limbo of war. 
Written in pencil to the right of the original address 
is "Please forward to receiving camp at Oran." 
Oran, Algeria, was one of several collection points 
for German PWs prior to transport to America. 
Below the address, "German P.O.W." appears 
penciled in a different hand. Other unknown pencil 
notations are visible. The figure "5248/2" is 
probably the identification of the German censor. 
Above Klaus's name, the letters EVUS appear in 
red pencil, probably indicating "Evacuated United 
States." Eventually his letter reached the states.7 

The right edge of the envelope was also opened 
and resealed, with celluloid tape bearing the iden
tification of a U.S. censor in New York. At this point 
a small typed label was attached with a simple for
warding address, "Fort Robinson, Nebraska, USA." 
After long months, Gefreiter Klaus had been lo
cated and his letter from Neudorf-Duisburg reached 
its destination. Above the label an official date 
stamp records the letter's arrival at Fort Robinson 
on February 21, 1944, six months and eight days 
after Helena mailed it. Encircled in the date stamp 
is "SU 1765," identifying the 1765 Service Command 
Unit in charge of the Fort Robinson camp. Thus, 
prisoner of war Klaus finally received his letter.8 

The successful delivery of this letter is only one 
example of a complicated process that incurred un
avoidable lengthy delays in transit. An examination 
of PW correspondence received at the Fort Robin
son camp and Swiss Red Cross visit reports provide 
further insight into this important component of the 

prisoner of war experience. The first visit, made in 
December 1943, reported general complaint about 
the lack of mail, and also no moving picture 
entertainment. A report six weeks later noted that 
seventy per cent of the prisoners still had not 
received mail. However, as time went on, stateside 
mail improved. An inspection on February 21-22 
reported that nearly four hundred letters and 
parcels had arrived during the representative's 
visit. This was when Klaus received his letter. The 
representative added that some prisoners viewed 
the arrival of mail as coincidental with the Red 
Cross visit. Subsequent reports found the majority 
appeared satisfied with the mail as received. While 
some prisoners groused about mail service, others 
found delivery quite satisfactory.9 

One apparently satisfied recipient was Unter
offizier (Sergeant) Wolfgang Dorschel, a decorated 
veteran of combat in Russia and North Africa, who 
later became camp spokesman. Dorschel kept a di
ary that included a remarkable record of letters and 
parcels he received.10 Until mail service to Germany 
was halted in May 1945, his mail arrived at an aver
age rate of fifteen to twenty-five pieces per month. 
In addition to letters from his wife, parents, family, 
and friends, he received parcels containing books, 
toiletry items, and foodstuffs that included spiced 
cookies, roast goose, knockwurst, and Viennese 
liverwurst, the latter he unfortunately recorded 
"was no good."11 Dorschel's diary also documents 
how the wartime mail service improved as time 
went on. Because of the earlier backlog, letters 
were commonly received nine and ten months late. 
By mid-1944, delivery time for more current letters 
was reduced to two months or less. 

Dietrich Kohl, a fellow prisoner and comrade 
of Dorschel, remembers prisoners were allowed to 
write several short letters home while held in North 
Africa. He too remembered the later speedup in 
transit of mail from Germany stateside. Kohl wrote 
home about his experiences at Fort Robinson such 
as feeding horses, building fences, and shoveling 
snow. He also received parcels of new books bear
ing no marks or writing as stipulated by regulation. 
On one occasion he received a package that re
minded him of prewar times: "Since as a youngster 
I liked to go as an armchair traveler; therefore my 
parents sent me as a surprise a German railroad 
timetable. Reading the timetables as a prisoner I 
did traveling thru Germany without leaving our 
PoW-Compound." 12 

In the American camps the Germans were 
continually impressed with the goods and rations 
they received. Fellow prisoner Karl Deyhle 

Realizing the 

strain it caused 

his family, pris

oner Karl Deyhle 
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mother not to 

send him pack

ages because 

he "had it all 

right here." That 

portion of his letter 

was struck by 

German censors. 
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